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Introduction

This primer on election observation is being prepared for the National Stonewall Democrats, a group
named after the most justifiable civil rights riot in US history.  It is intended for the use of anyone
interested in effectively observing elections and protecting our election process.  This manual is based
in large part on the experiences developed by Black Box Voting Inc, a national non-profit election
watchdog clearing house.

Observation Rights

A transparent election is at the core of any democratic process, in any nation.  Across the US, elections
are always observable by �somebody�, but who that is varies.  In some states observation is a �right of
the public� and anyone can observe the vote count process (barring any barriers by election officials
that either skirt or break the law).  In some states political parties have special observation rights while
in a few, it is candidates and their designees who have observation rights.  Anyone interested in
monitoring their state's elections must look at the laws and where necessary, partner with a political
party or candidate for official observer credentials.  If support among local Democratic chapters (or
candidates) is lacking, talk to Greens or Libertarians next, or other minor parties who have official
ballot access and observer status.  (In some cases each party can assign a fixed number of observers yet
you need more � in Arizona partnerships between the Democratic and Libertarian parties has flourished
where election integrity is concerned.)

Technical Qualifications Of Observers

Ideally an observation team should consist of two people: one who understands the local political scene
and knows which races are expected to be close and/or critical, and a �techie type�.  The �techie� needs
a basic understanding of computer networking and security, either as a system administrator or an
advanced technical support type.  They should be able to identify network wiring parts at a glance, and
have a reasonable level of expertise with MS-Windows (so long as the existing generation of truly bad
voting machines dominates).

THE STAGES OF OBSERVATION

1) Pre-election security evaluation and confirmation that the system is of the standard, certified
configuration.

2) Monitoring the actual vote count in progress (including chain-of-custody issues regarding ballot
transfers).

3) Post-election review of election-related public records � the �electronic debris� from these systems.

We're going to go into detail on each.



PRE-ELECTION SECURITY EVALUATION

Start with a checklist:

a) Is the system of the certified type?  Check version numbers of voting system products against the
official certification records.  IF your state follows the Federal guidelines, the lists of �what's certified�
are at the National Association of State Election Directors (NASED) website at:

http://nased.org/certification2.html

At some point this will migrate to the Election Assistance Commission website at http://www.eac.gov

If your state does NOT follow the Federal voting system guidelines, contact your Secretary of State's
office for the list of certified parts.

b) What are the data connections that would allow information to come in and out of the central
tabulator station(s)?  Are these data connections visible, or do they �disappear� either into walls or
literally into thin air (WiFi?).  If there's no WiFi supposed to be used, bring a laptop and check for WiFi
signals � use something like �wifi radar� (various versions for Mac, Linux and Windows) to check for
wireless networks that may not be broadcasting SSIDs.  Make sure systems aren't on the Internet �
whenever possible have a county employee drop to a DOS prompt and run �ping www.google.com�.
Also run ping against the county's standard web URL (www.pima.gov or whatever) � you don't want
them cross-connected to the county LAN either!  

Find out how they use modems to receive precinct data from precinct voting machines � this is
generally a bad idea but if they do it, at least make sure that first, they change the phone number each
election and second, make sure they do NOT use standard PC communications protocols such as
Microsoft's Remote Access Server (RAS) which would allow anybody with a PC to dial in and �own�
the server on election night.

c) Look at transparency issues: can you see the control screens at the central tabulator?  Are those
screens run through a video splitter so you can see their contents?  If you can't see those screens, you
flat-out cannot observe the election.  Is there a PC connected to the main central tabulator that you
cannot see, that could take remote control over the database?  That's just a hand stuck in a cookie jar...

d) Find out how ballots are transferred from the field into the central tabulator station.  Is there at least
an opportunity for outside observation of the ENTIRE transfer?  Is there a �rep from each party during
transit� rule?  Note: this issue interacts with the �chain of custody� section of the public records

request.

The next few pages will show examples of central tabulator facilities.



This photograph by Bob Gilby shows the �old� Pima County AZ central tabulator station on the night
of the special bond election of 5/16/06.  Observer access was through a glass window ONLY.

The computer console is for the central tabulator.  There are actually two tabulator computers stacked
one on top of the other to the left � the upper one has it's front panel off.  The lower one is sitting on
some battery backup units.  Modems used to receive precinct data are perched on top.

Issues/problems:

1) The central tabulator screen can't be observed, not even with binoculars when the operator is sitting
in front.

2) Network cables run off under the closed door to the right, ostensibly to a printer.  But they could
have been connected to a PC that had back-door access to the vote database.

3) The book seen next to the stapler was seen being referred to at the operator's console, and was later
moved to it's pictured location.  Mr. Gilby took a zoom-view photograph of that book showing it to be a
Microsoft Access advanced programmer's manual.  MS-Access isn't certified, and is a known �burglary
tool� for Diebold (and Sequoia and other) voting systems.  This was our first obvious evidence of
misconduct in Pima.



This wiring fiasco was
photographed in Santa Cruz
County AZ.  The console station
facing AWAY from the
observers is the central tabulator
station.

The wiring in the upper area
(fairly clean blue and white
wires) is the county's general
networking system.  The red
and yellow �spaghetti� at the
bottom is the voting-system-
specific wires.  Cross-

connections between them were

obvious.

      (both pics by Jim March)

Also visible in Santa Cruz County
through the same �observation
window� - Diebold memory card
�electronic ballot boxes� stacked in
the open.

The �central tabulator room� doubled
as a hallway between two offices, plus
contained other printers and gear,
hence large numbers of staff had
constant access.



This picture from the Pima County 2006 primary election shows marked improvements.  Observers
(two pictured) have closer access, and multiple monitors show the central tabulator screen �copied� to
additional displays.

By the 2006 General election, additional improvements allowed viewing of every inch of network
cabling in �wire racks� along the inside edges of the walls.  We could view every inch of data cable
used in the election.

(Pic by Jim March)



Maricopa County as seen through the �public observation window�.  The room to the far right holds the
central tabulator station.  Even when party observers are allowed into the main room, they are only
allowed to see the mail-in vote scanning but have no access to the real central tabulator.

Also of note are the blue wires dangling in the foreground.  These connect each scanner station to the
central tabulator, running through the ceiling panels and cannot be observed.

These could easily be split off and the mail-in vote totals stolen up to a week before election day.

(Pic by Jim March)



ELECTION MONITORING DURING THE ELECTION PROCESS

Actual election monitoring may cover more than just election day � it also means watching the
scanning of mail-in votes often as much as a week or more pre-election.

It's vital that this information isn't stolen and used as a �Zogby poll from hell�.

You need to make sure Internet/Intranet connections haven't been restored, and that the systems are not
accessible when not under observation.

You want to keep your own records where possible of batches of mail-in votes: when scanned, how
many were processed, in the form of daily reports at minimum.

On election night, voting systems and precinct data (often in sealed bags) will be coming in from the
field.  As the central tabulator monitor, you are usually the one who maintains a checklist of received
gear.  This should then be cross-referenced against the county's logs of transferred gear and document
packs, and if field observers have logs, cross-reference yours against theirs.

Pay particular attention to delays in the transfer of documents and/or gear.

Above all, keep your eyes open, binoculars and decent camera with a zoom lens handy.  Your main
effect will probably be as a deterrent to trouble but taken alone, direct observation isn't enough to
properly protect elections.



PUBLIC RECORDS ACCESS POST-ELECTION

This is likely the most critical aspect of the process.  I'm going to show you actual examples of audit
log and Windows event log entries first.

The Windows Event Log is a critical document that among other things can show when programs are
loaded into a system, or crash.

8/4/2006 4:08:27 PM JD SECURE 3.0None None 1 N/A GEMS-SHELBY The

description for Event ID ( 1 ) in Source ( JD SECURE 3.0 ) cannot be found. The local

computer may not have the necessary registry information or message DLL files to display

messages from a remote computer. The following information is part of the event: 

=>Application was successfully installed

8/4/2006 4:08:23 PM JD SECURE 3.0None None 1 N/A GEMS-SHELBY The

description for Event ID ( 1 ) in Source ( JD SECURE 3.0 ) cannot be found. The local

computer may not have the necessary registry information or message DLL files to display

messages from a remote computer. The following information is part of the event: 

=>Application was successfully installed

8/4/2006 4:08:23 PM JD SECURE 3.0Information None 2 N/A GEMS-SHELBY The

description for Event ID ( 2 ) in Source ( JD SECURE 3.0 ) cannot be found. The local

computer may not have the necessary registry information or message DLL files to display

messages from a remote computer. The following information is part of the event: 

=>Application could not be installed. Please reboot system and try again

8/4/2006 3:54:47 PM JD SECURE 3.0None None 1 N/A GEMS-SHELBY The

description for Event ID ( 1 ) in Source ( JD SECURE 3.0 ) cannot be found. The local

computer may not have the necessary registry information or message DLL files to display

messages from a remote computer. The following information is part of the event: 

=>Application was successfully installed

In this section of Windows event log from Memphis Tennessee (Shelby County), we see a program
called �JD Secure� being loaded at the central tabulator station the afternoon after the election.

I had to google to learn that �JD Secure� is a program found on Lexar brand USB memory sticks
known as a �JumpDrive� (the �JD�).  This application is used to either read from or write to an
encrypted USB memory stick.

In other words, somebody was carrying password-protected data into (or less likely, out of) the central
tabulator station on a memory device that can be concealed in a closed fist.  This is a fairly obvious
indicator of election fraud.

Despite this find, a legal challenge to the election failed because we couldn't determine how much
manipulation happened.

Audit logs as produced by voting systems themselves are also a potential goldmine.

This next example shows some pre-election events in Pima County just prior to the 5/16/06 special
election.  Note that a $2bil transportation bond was at stake affecting land development and other big-
money issues.



05/09/06 15:31:34 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606 OFFICIAL L AND A.gbf

05/09/06 15:31:48 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606.gbf

05/09/06 15:31:48 User admin: Reset election

05/09/06 15:31:54 User admin: Reset election

05/09/06 15:32:00 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606.gbf

05/09/06 15:32:02 User admin: Closing GEMS

05/10/06 08:21:20 User admin: User Login

05/10/06 08:21:21 User admin: Closing GEMS

05/10/06 08:21:27 User admin: User Login

05/10/06 08:21:27 User admin: Open Election: Consolidated Election, May 16, 2006 

(pima consolidated 051606) admin Host

05/10/06 08:21:41 User admin: Reset election

05/10/06 08:22:08 User admin: Printing Summary Report

05/10/06 08:38:47 User admin: Printing Summary Report

05/10/06 12:27:27 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606 EARLY DAY1.gbf

05/10/06 12:27:38 User admin: Previewing Cards Cast Report

05/10/06 12:28:04 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606.gbf

05/10/06 12:28:05 User admin: Closing GEMS

05/11/06 09:55:57 User admin: User Login

05/11/06 09:55:57 User admin: Open Election: Consolidated Election, May 16, 2006 

(pima consolidated 051606) admin Host

05/11/06 09:56:30 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606 EARLY DAY1.gbf

05/11/06 09:56:49 User admin: Printing Summary Report

05/11/06 10:06:21 User admin: Printing Summary Report

05/11/06 12:06:48 User admin: Previewing Cards Cast Report

05/11/06 15:23:32 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606 EARLY DAY2.gbf

05/11/06 15:23:44 User admin: Backed up election to D:\Program 

Files\GEMS\Backup\pima consolidated 051606.gbf

05/11/06 15:23:46 User admin: Closing GEMS

1) The first line shows that the county backed up the results of the �logic and accuracy test� data to it's
own file on 5/9 (�official L & A�).  This is normal and proper.

2) They make a backup of the data to a file that will be over-written throughout the election.  This is
fine.

3) They then �reset the election� (twice for some reason, not a big deal) and do another save.  At this
point �pima consolidated 051606.gbf� contains a �blank database� - it has all the election layout

stuff as tested during the L&A test, but no votes.

4) At 8:22 and 8:38AM on the morning of the 10th they print a pair of summary reports.  Under these
circumstances this is OK, as no votes have been scanned in yet.  These summary reports therefore are
used to prove that no votes are present (all totals zero).  (Note that on the 9th there was no time to do
significant scanning before they closed out and went home.)

5) They do about four hours worth of scanning on the 10th, and save their results to a new file titled
�early day 1�, which should be a permanent snapshot of that day's work.



6) On the morning of 5/11 trouble starts.  They load the database, but then over-write the previous day's
�early day 1� file.  That means that any discrepancy between 5/10 and 5/11 won't show up � an entire
day's worth of data has been over-written.  This is consistent with the data being taken home on the
night of the 10th, modified, brought back, loaded in and then the previous night's divergent data
overwritten.

7) While that might have been accidental, we next see them print a pair of summary reports of �who's
winning and losing� based on at least 8,000 votes scanned on the 10th.  This is a precinct-by-precinct
detail report based on real votes and is politically valuable.  This is one of a number of instances from
2004 to 2006 where this data was stolen in Pima County.  In this particular case, the summary report
may have had the �dual use� function of proving that data tampering was successful.

This isn't at all a complete list of what can go wrong or be found.  It does show examples of

problems noted.

In the next and final section, I'll include a boilerplate public records request that can be tweaked to
local conditions.  You can obtain my help in doing so by Emailing me at 1.jim.march@gmail.com



Public Records Request

Date: 

Responding Agency:

Requester (complete contact info)

This is a request under the public records access laws of the state of  ___________  for public records
related to the conduct of the election dated ___/___/___.  (For best results, cite the statute for your state
covering public records access.)

Please note that each record request item lists the format (paper or electronic) in which the record is
requested.  If a record is requested in electronic form but is available only on paper, we want to know
that, but we do NOT want the paper.  Any attempt to dump large quantities of unrequested paper on us
(and bill us for same) in contravention of this request will trigger litigation.  (Note: you would not
BELIEVE how much money this sort of phrasing will help.  �Bury you in paper� is a classic bad-faith
effort to price you out of the game.)

Special note regarding Email communications requests: we are aware that search tools can aggregate
all of these requests very quickly, enabling mass-copy of the record sets requested in a matter of
minutes for each search.  Each request is broken down specifically to reduce the number of searches
involved...requester Jim March has professional experience managing Email servers and crafted these
requests with that experience.  Attempts to grossly over-bill for these requests will be met with
litigation.

We request all correspondence as to the availability and/or projected bulk/costs of responses via Email.
The Email contacts of both petitioners for records are listed at the end of this request.

We Request IMMEDIATELY:

1) All cardkey access logs for the central tabulator room generated by the door control system, in
electronic format ONLY, from (specify date range).  These are the logs showing which human beings
entered and left the central tabulator facility.  If these logs show entry and exit by some sort of code
rather than people's names, we request any records linking those codes to actual human beings, in
electronic form where possible, paper up to twenty (20) pages.  We also request any records that show
the current employer of the human beings being logged in and out, in electronic form where possible,
paper up to twenty (20) pages.  If any of the paper records are longer, let us know and we will review
those in person on-site.

2) All Windows Event Logs from all scanner stations and the main central tabulator, in electronic
format (exported to text files from the Windows �Administrative Tools� under �Event Log Viewer�).
This data is requested as an electronic record ONLY.

3) We request audit logs generated by the (voting machine vendor) software at the central tabulator
station and all of the central count and precinct scanner or touchscreen voting stations, in electronic
record form ONLY.



4) We request directory listings from each central tabulator station plus the scanner stations (if the latter
run on MS-Windows), in the form of text files created with the Windows command:

dir c:\*.* /s > c:\filelist.txt

...where �filelist� is a text entry showing which computer station this listing is from.  Please note that
the File Allocation Table of each system is a public record; this one command converts that record into
a format that can be copied off to a CD or similar.  This file is requested as an electronic record ONLY.
(Note to activists: this is about finding out what software and/or files are loaded on the machines, and

as a text file record can be searched for obvious �problem children� such as MS-Access.)

5) All documents showing which (voting system vendor) employees are on-site at the (whatever)
County elections facilities, including where possible their pictures and any voter registration
information.  If these records are available in electronic form these are preferred, otherwise we will
accept paper records.

6) All Email traffic sent to any (voting system) owner, employee or contractor by any (whatever)
County employee or elected official for the past year, in electronic form ONLY.

7) All Email traffic sent by any (voting system) owner, employee or contractor and received by any
(whatever) County employee or elected official for the past year, in electronic form ONLY.

8) We request copies of all documents showing failures of voting machines, especially the
�troubleshooter reports� documenting malfunctions of any sort, precincts running out of paper ballots
or anything else in the field that might hinder or slow the processing of votes.

9) All documents showing �chain of custody� on the mail-in vote, particularly when batches of mail-in
ballots are transferred from mail receiving to the county election office for scanning.  These documents
should show the date and time of received ballots, who and how they were delivered and where/when
they were delivered to.  We prefer these records in electronic format; if they exist on paper please let us
know the approximate bulk of the material in question.  We may request on-site inspection.

10) All documents showing the number of provisional ballots being processed.  If this information isn't
known yet, let us know when you expect to have the full records and consider this request time-
dependent on your knowing � in other words, this may be a request for documents that will exist soon
but don't exist yet.  We request these records in electronic form; if they exist only on paper, we want an
estimate as to the bulk of the request and may do on-site inspection.

11) The chain of custody log containing each voting machine and (if seals are used) the list of seal
numbers used for voting machines for the period (specify �from� and �to� dates). 

12) Access logs for your ballot storage facilities (both for blank ballots and voted ballots) for the period
of time from (specify �from� and �to� dates). 

13) Access logs for any facilities where you store your any voting machines (lever, absentee counters,
accessible machines, ballot definition computers, election management computers, accumulator
machines�) from (specify �from� and �to� dates). 

14) Access records for any laptops used during your elections process from the period (specify �from�
and �to� dates). 



15) Access logs for any room containing computers which are or have been networked together with
any part of your election management, vote tallying or voting computers from the period (specify
�from� and �to� dates). 

16) Any reports to law enforcement or other county officials pertaining to any potential breach in
security for either ballot storage areas or voting machine storage areas from the period (specify �from�
and �to� dates).

17) Access or chain of custody logs for any voting machine transport processes from the period
(specify �from� and �to� dates).

18) Notes, reports, and logs from poll workers, rovers, and telephone support personnel pertaining to
any of the following situations, from (specify �from� and �to� dates):
(18a) broken, missing, or mismatched seals
(18b) incorrect passwords
(18c) mismatched serial numbers
(18d) replacement or repair of any component of the voting system used in the (specify date) election.

19) We request a copy of the voting system vendor's contract with the county (optional � specify the
vendor).

Items Requested At The End Of The Canvass:

12) All central tabulator databases from the central tabulator station, as many as you have, in electronic
form ONLY, un-redacted.  (For security reasons, these files can't be released until the election is �done�
- for starters, they can be used to generate ballots...)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Other notes: in some states, only a resident of that state can file a public records request.  In others,
there is a difference in handling commercial-purpose public records as opposed to �public interest�
(activist driven) records request.

A good set of indexes to the public records laws of each state can be found at:

http://www.rcfp.org/ogg/index.php

Each state will tend to have it's own activist group involved in open meetings and public records, often
acting as a lobbying/information clearing house for the newspaper industry.

You should also find out if your state has penalties in place for the wrongful denial of public records.


